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/EINPresswire.com/ -- XI TING Group

(PER NEW Studio) is a prominent

educational institution dedicated to

enhancing the academic success of

international students. Founded with a

vision to provide high-quality education

accessible globally, XI TING continually

expands its reach and scope. With over

5,000 bilingual tutors holding master's

and doctoral degrees, XI TING covers a

wide range of subjects and serves

students from mainstream English-

speaking countries such as the UK, the

US, Australia, Canada, and Singapore,

with a course coverage rate of 98%.

Today, it supports a diverse student

population across various continents,

tailoring its resources to meet the

academic needs of each student.

Focusing on individual growth and

educational excellence, XI TING

ensures that every learner succeeds in

their academic goals.

Building the Brand: A Beacon for

Higher Education

Empowerment is the core of XI TING’S

philosophy, earnest to contribute to

international students through meticulously crafted educational programs. The institution

upholds the values of integrity, innovation, and inclusivity, assuring that every student benefits

from a comprehensive educational experience. XI TING's strategic partnerships with global

leading educational networks improve its offerings, providing unparalleled access to resources

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.1v1edu.com.cn/
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and expertise that foster academic and personal success.

Overview of Tutoring Services

XI TING offers a broad spectrum of tutoring services catering to diverse

academic needs of students, including Course Tutoring, Homework Tutoring,

Thesis Tutoring, and Exam Preparation Tutoring, each featuring state-of-the-

art teaching methodologies. 

Course Tutoring leverages extensive course materials to bridge knowledge

gaps, while Homework Tutoring focuses on enhancing problem-solving skills.

Thesis Tutoring provides critical teaching in academic writing and structure,

and Exam Preparation Tutoring equips students with review and practice

strategies to excel in competitive academic environments. 

Each course is customized to the individual's learning style and academic

requirements, ensuring optimal outcomes.

Distinctive Advantages of XI TING

XI TING is founded by an elite tutor team from the top universities

worldwide. These educators bring a wealth of knowledge and experience, highlighting

informative and transformative courses. The tutor selection process guarantees that all tutors

meet the rigorous academic and professional standards necessary to address the diverse

learning needs of students globally. Understanding the demands of international education, XI

TING offers unmatched 24/7 teaching capabilities. Breaking the time and spatial limits, this

design enable students to high-quality education openly and freely. Additionally, the institution's

standardized custom service system is designed to cater to the educational requirements of

each student, providing personalized and effective learning strategies.

XI TING's Business Advantages

XI TING has very strict selection standards and procedures for tutoring teachers. First, they must

have master's or doctoral degrees from global QS100 universities and have more than three

years of teaching and tutoring experience. Second, candidate teachers need to go through

processes such as course trials, intelligent system evaluations, manual scoring, and probation

assessments. Third, only after passing the evaluation, training period, and probation period they

can be considered for start work. 

Looking ahead, XI TING is expanding its reach and refining its services, incorporating distinctive

teaching tools and broaden the scope of subjects offered, ensuring that XI TING remains at the

forefront of international education.



For more information, please visit www.1v1edu.com.cn
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